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	Client Name: Sarah Thompson
	Date of Assessment: July 25, 2023
	Age: 32
	Gender: Female
	on: Marketing Manager
	st: Dr. Michael Ramirez
	Date: August 14, 2023
	Text29: 
	0: No known medical conditions; referred due to concerns about impulsive decision-making and financial strain.
	1: The Iowa Gambling Task (IGT) is a psychological task that assesses decision-making abilities under uncertainty. It involves choosing cards from different decks, each with varying levels of risk and reward. The task aims to measure how individuals learn to optimize their decisions over time by balancing short-term gains against long-term losses.
	2: Sarah was presented with the Iowa Gambling Task on July 25, 2023, in a controlled testing environment.

Sarah was instructed to select cards from four different decks (A, B, C, and D) on a computer screen.

Each deck had a different probability of winning and losing virtual money, simulating real-life gambling scenarios.

Sarah completed a total of 100 trials, with breaks provided as needed.

Sarah's card selections, reaction times, and overall performance were recorded and analyzed.
	3: Evaluate Sarah's decision-making skills under conditions of uncertainty.

Assess her ability to learn from feedback and adjust her card selections to maximize overall gains.

Identify any patterns or strategies employed by Sarah throughout the task.

Provide insights into Sarah's risk-taking behavior and her approach to balancing potential rewards and losses.

	Text30: 
	0: 12% selections
	1: 15% selections
	2: 58% selections
	3: 15% selections

	Text31: 
	0: Sarah initially exhibited a preference for Deck C, which offered high immediate rewards but significant long-term losses. As the task progressed, Sarah began to favor Decks B and D, demonstrating a shift in strategy.
	1: Sarah's reaction times to losing outcomes were consistently faster than her reaction times to winning outcomes, suggesting sensitivity to negative feedback.
	2: Sarah's risk-taking behavior was evident in her frequent selections from Deck C, despite its disadvantageous long-term outcomes.
	3: 
	0: Sarah ended the task with a net loss of virtual money. Her decision-making appeared to improve over time as she adapted her strategy to avoid high-risk decks.
	1: Based on the analysis of the Iowa Gambling Task data, it can be concluded that Sarah Thompson demonstrated a propensity for risk-taking behavior, as evidenced by her frequent selections from Deck C. However, her ability to adjust her strategy over time suggests a capacity for learning from feedback and making adaptive decisions.
	2: 
	0: Provide psychoeducation on risk management and the impact of impulsive decision-making.

Introduce cognitive-behavioral strategies to enhance decision-making skills and reduce impulsive behavior.

Consider monitoring financial habits and providing guidance on budgeting to address potential financial strain.
	1: The Iowa Gambling Task is a controlled simulation and may not fully capture the complexity of real-world decision-making. Sarah's performance may have been influenced by factors not assessed in this task.
	2: The Iowa Gambling Task analysis offers valuable insights into Sarah Thompson's decision-making abilities under uncertain conditions. The results will inform a comprehensive intervention plan aimed at enhancing her decision-making skills and promoting more balanced risk-taking behavior.



	Text32: Dr. Emily Johnson


